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Introduction
Candidates performed well overall and showed good knowledge and understanding of the
questions asked. Timing did not seem to be an issue, with very few seeming to rush the last
question.
In some cases candidates seemed to think that they could get marks for just stating
something without giving any explanation so limiting the marks they could get for those
questions, for example they stated an ethical issue with little elaboration possibly thinking
they could get marks for stating the issue. Candidates need to explain each point they
make rather than assume just by identifying a point they can gain marks. Candidates were
also better at linking evaluation points about studies to the actual study being evaluated
rather than just putting down generic points which could apply to several studies. Less able
candidates were often putting down some generic comments which limited their marks,
and showed little understanding of the actual study in question. More able candidates
were being specific in their evaluation and showed that they have good knowledge and
understanding of that study.
Most candidates were able to focus on the question that was asked rather than rewrite
pre-prepared answers that didn't fully answer what the question was asking. For example
question 15b most candidates did focus on Freud's research methods rather than offer a
generic evaluation of Freud which may have picked up some marks if they put some points
about research methods in there. Candidates need to make sure they read the questions
carefully and focus their answers on what the question requires, the more able candidates
were doing this and so gained higher marks. Those that don't focus on the requirements
of the question probably think they have written enough to access all marks, but some of
it is not relevant to the question so they limited their marks.Candidates were still making
categorical statements which were not true and so not gaining marks, for example stating
that the unconscious cannot be measured, whilst it is hard to measure, it can be measured
especially with developments in scanning techniques, and indeed Freud would argue it can
be measured through dream analysis etc.
Candidates are still having trouble with questions asking for comparison. For question
19 many candidates simply described the biological explanation of gender followed by a
description of the learning explanation of gender. This is not a comparison and so limits
the marks they can gain. The more able candidates managed to make every sentence an
explicit comparison between the two explanations and so gained more marks.The practical
question was answered well in some cases, especially the evaluation; however lack of detail
limited the marks for parts (a) and (b).
There was also some evidence of unethical practicals, it is not alright to deliberately expose
children to aggressive role models to see if they themselves will become aggressive or to
watch school children to see which gender smokes more. Whilst candidates should carry
out their own practicals, and indeed those that do show more understanding and gain more
marks when answering the practical questions, it is the teacher's responsibility to check the
practicals are ethical and to stop any unethical practices being carried out.
Handwriting could be an issue with some answers being virtually illegible or very small so
it was difficult to work out what was written. The report that follows aims to help teachers
and candidates by pointing out good practices and common weaknesses that occurred
throughout this paper so it can inform them on how to answer questions in future series,
and hopefully avoid common mistakes.
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Question 11
On the whole these were well answered with many candidates able to gain 10 to 13 marks.
Common mistakes included question 3 where a minority of candidates put down
neurotransmitters, and question 6 where candidates put down superego rather than ego.
As in previous series candidates either knew their statistical tests and so gained all 3 marks,
or weren’t so sure about them so gained one or two marks. A minority of candidates clearly
had no knowledge of the tests and gained 0 marks. Some candidates didn't put down 3
crosses so couldn't gain fully marks.

Question 12 (a) (b)
12(a) was typically answered well by the candidates. Most candidates were able to correctly
express the IV as being either cats or dogs. Less able candidates just stated that the IV was
the species of animal without naming the two species involved. However some candidates
didn’t know their IV from their DV and so didn’t gain marks for either 12(a) or 12(b).
For 12(b) the vast majority of candidates were able to identify the DV as time it took to
find the treat, however they did not gain the marks as they did not specify the unit of time,
seconds.

Examiner Comments

This clearly gained both marks as the candidate named the
species as cat or dog and names the unit of time as seconds.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 1 mark for stating the dog or cat, but didn’t
get the mark for the DV as it only said time taken it didn’t say
what unit of time was taken.

Examiner Tip

Be specific and exact when asked to state the
IV and the DV.
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Question 12 (c) (i-ii)
(c)(i) The vast majority of candidates were able to correctly identify the experimental
design; however a minority of candidates misinterpreted the question and put down a
research method. Also some candidates had a weak knowledge of experimental design and
put down the wrong one. The most common incorrect answer was repeated measures.
Those candidates who put down a research method in (c)(i) then evaluated that and didn't
gain any marks. Those who put down the wrong experimental design also limited the marks
they could gain. However those candidates who correctly identified the correct participant
design used were able to pick up at least one mark out of the allocated two awarded for this
question. Common candidate responses ranged from ‘individual differences between groups’
to ‘time consuming and costly’ but little else added so failing to gain both marks.
More able candidates were able to state a weakness and explain why it was a weakness
then elaborate using a possible example from the scenario, such as dogs may have had a
better sense of smell and so were able to gain both of the marks available.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained 2 marks, 1 mark for correctly identifying
the experimental design and then just 1 mark for the weakness
talking about how one species may have less sensitive senses.
To gain the other mark the candidate needed to elaborate and
say why this was a weakness.

Examiner Tip

If a weakness is for two marks make sure you say what
the weakness is and then explain why it is a weakness
or use an example from the scenario to elaborate.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 3 marks overall. 1 mark for correctly
identifying the experimental design and 2 marks for the
weakness, it stated participant variables can affect the results
and then went on to elaborate by giving an example of a
participant variable between dogs and cats.
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Question 12 (d)
For this item many candidates were able to pick up between two to three marks that were
allocated for this question. A vast majority of candidates only mentioned two ethical issues
that would need to be considered and again failed to elaborate in sufficient detail to gain
more than two marks. Many seemed to think that just naming the ethical issue would gain a
mark.
Answers were on the whole brief; candidates lost marks because they did not expand their
answer. Common responses ranged from ‘use of minimal animals’, ‘ensuring an endangered
breed of animals were not used’, ‘suitable caging conditions need to be provided’ and
‘consent must be gained from owners’. Consent from the owners was well expressed by the
more able candidates, and they were also able to explain how animals should not be forced
to take part if they seemed reluctant to do so, rather than just state they can’t withdraw
as they can’t speak. Bateson’s cube was alluded to by a lot of candidates but was not well
explained so failed to gain more than one mark.
Less able candidate responses depicted answers which related back to human ethical
guidelines such as ‘right to withdraw’ or ‘animals need to be able to give their informed
consent’, but not as many as in previous series. As a result they were unable to pick up
marks for this response. Some candidates failed to answer the question which may indicate
that some candidates were unsure or struggled with the question. However these responses
were not common.
Some candidates talked about the use of endangered animals, which indicates they hadn’t
read the question properly, as they had to talk about ethical issues Liam needed to consider
and dogs and cats aren’t endangered animals.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained 1 mark. 0 was given for the
first sentence as debrief happens at the end of
the experiment so would not tell the owners
what the animals will be doing.1 mark was given
for the last sentence about owners having the
right to withdraw their pets if they want to; it
explained and linked to the owners of the pets.
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Examiner Tip

Make sure you know the difference between
the brief and debrief and when they occur.
Check what you have written for accuracy.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained two marks, one mark for not harmed and
elaboration. It nearly got 2 marks if they had added a bit
more, e.g. not harmed physically and psychologically plus the
elaboration. 1 mark was given for last sentence.

Examiner Tip

When a question says 'at least 2...' you can use more
than 2 to gain further marks.
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Question 13
Overall this question seemed to have mixed responses with candidates; some candidates
were able to answer the question really well providing great detail in their responses. Whilst
other candidates were only able to provide basic details of the treatments as a result were
unable to pick up many marks for this question. Common treatments which candidates
wrote about were token economy, systematic desensitisation and aversion therapy with both
smoking and flying being written about in equal measures.
Many candidates who wrote about token economy seemed to have a good knowledge of this
treatment and were able to pick up at least three marks for this question. Many candidates
were able to correctly identify the uses of positive reinforcements, for example ‘Mary should
be given a token for every time she goes without a cigarette.' However, all too often once
they had talked about positive reinforcement and tokens there was little elaboration, often
information was repeated, just written in a different way and so for the less able candidates
marks were limited.
Those candidates who were able to report information about systematic desensitisation were
able to provide detailed descriptions of the use of relaxation techniques so that Mary would
be able to fly. Candidates were also able to provide a detailed description of the hierarchy
of fears and being gradually exposed to the phobic object. SD typically done in more detail,
i.e. discussing hierarchy and association with relaxation. Less able candidates just explained
it by going through the hierarchy, e.g. see a picture of a plane and when relaxed move to
seeing a real plane etc. which limited the marks they could get.
Candidates who chose to write about aversion therapy seemed to have a very good
understanding of this treatment. Being able to write about how the conditioning process
works and correctly identifying the neutral stimulus and the conditioned response. Some
candidates also drew a step by step diagram of how the conditioning process would work
to further enhance their descriptions. These candidates appeared to be the more able
candidates and were able to pick up maximum marks for their answers. The less able
candidates confused the UCS and Cs thinking that the cigarette was the UCS, but they still
managed to gain marks through an understanding of the use of an emetic drug.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 3 marks.1 mark was given for a token each
day without a cigarette.1 mark was given for saving tokens and
wine.1 mark was given for taking token away.Then the answer
went into evaluation so 0 marks for the rest.

Examiner Tip

If the question asks for a description do not add
evaluation, as it is not creditworthy.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained the full 5 marks.1 mark was given for pairing NS and UCS accurately.
This was a generic point but could gain a mark even though it was not yet linked to
stopping smoking.1 mark was given for linking the giving of a drug, to smoking. It could
have got a second mark in that sentence if the candidate had said what they meant by 'ill'
such as use the term nausea.1 mark was given for accurately pairing UCS + drug and UCR
+ being ill.1 mark was given for paring NS and UCS and saying what each was.1 mark
was given for NS becoming CS and UCR become CR.Full marks.
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Question 14
Overall this item was answered very well with the vast majority of candidates able to score
four marks for this question. It appeared candidates had a good knowledge of operant
conditioning. Some candidates failed to gain all the marks because they ignored the
injunction to not use the same word twice. The most common mistakes were not knowing
the secondary and primary reinforcement where candidates either got it wrong or confused
the two and got them the wrong way round.

Question 15 (a)
This question seemed to split the candidates. The more able candidates had a clear
understanding of what the terms meant and were able to provide good examples for each
term, e.g. doing their psychology exam was in their conscious or relating the Oedipus
complex and desire for the opposite sex parent to the unconscious. However, many answers
did not give examples therefore could not gain full marks, candidates must read the
questions carefully and answer all aspects of the question in order to access full marks.
A lot of candidates seemed to go on to describe the id, ego and superego seeming to think
that each one was only at one level of consciousness. The term that was the answered the
least well was the pre-conscious with candidates often struggling to define it, thinking it was
part of the unconscious and often struggling to come up with a suitable example, often just
stating memories without adding anything specific. A small minority of candidates left this
term blank.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained full marks. 1 mark was given for conscious + 1 mark given for
example which was weak but just enough for the mark because it had 'so we can
respond which implies we are focusing on what we are seeing’. What we are seeing
on its own would not be enough.1 mark was given for preconscious + 1 mark given
for example.1 mark was given for unconscious + 1 mark for example, as it clearly
stated the thoughts are undesirable and irrational and also mentioned fantasies. If the
example had just said our sexual desires and violence towards others it would not get
the example mark.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 4 marks.1 mark was given for
conscious + 1 mark given for example.1 mark was given
for pre conscious but the example of breathing was not
part of the preconscious.1 mark was given for unconscious
but no mark for example as just stating Oedipus complex
was not enough.
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Examiner Tip

When giving examples make sure
they are fully explained, don't just
give one word examples.

Question 15 (b)
There were some good answers to this question with the more able candidates being able
to focus on what the question was asking and explain weaknesses in relation to Freud and
his methods rather than just put down generic answers that could be applied to any case
study, e.g. they related generalisability to the fact the sample was mainly Viennese women
with neuroses. Candidates were able to evaluate Freud’s methods either in terms of his use
of case studies and gain full marks, or they looked at a variety of methods including dream
analysis and free association and gained marks that way.
Less able candidates tended to offer an evaluation of the study of Little Hans with no other
points. Whilst Little Hans was relevant to the question it was not a question asking for an
evaluation of Little Hans so this limited the marks for these candidates. Other candidates
just evaluated Freud in general, so may have picked up some marks because they included
some points about his methods, but they were not focussed on the question, again limiting
the marks they could gain because some of their answer was not relevant to the question.
Some less able candidates didn’t offer any evaluation and just described Freud’s stages so
gaining no credit for their answers.
Many candidates offered definitive statements such as it is impossible to study the
unconscious and so didn’t gain the marks, as whilst it is hard to study the unconscious it is
not impossible.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 2 marks.
Ignore the sentence about observation as it offered no evaluative comments.1
mark was given for Little Hans 1 boy in depth information.
1 mark for second hand and biased this was now maximum marks for
evaluation relating to Little Hans. 0 marks for can't measure memories, it is
hard to but not impossible.

Examiner Tip

Don't give definitive statements when they are not
true.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained all 4 marks.1 mark was given for the
point about being in depth and detailed.1 mark was given for
individual people so not generalisable.1 mark was given for
using LH to elaborate the generalisability point.1 mark was
given for subjective and others may interpret them differently.
This was a well written answer that focused on the question
asked.
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Question 16 (a)
This question was answered poorly with the vast majority of the candidates talking about
the conclusions from the follow up study rather than concentrating of the results and
conclusions from Money’s study. Some also made categorical statements about Money’s
study being the cause of David’s suicide, whilst it may have been a factor we cannot say
it caused it, there were other factors involved as well and this was something candidates
needed to aware of. Those candidates that correctly answered the question often gave
very good answers that focussed on the results and conclusion and managed to gain 2 or 3
marks.

Question 16 (b)
Candidates were able to respond to this question much better than the previous question.
It seemed that candidates had a good understanding of the terms ‘reliability’ and ‘validity’
and as a result were giving detailed evaluation points of the case study. Many candidates
were able to score between two to four marks on this item, which showed the level of
understanding candidates had in relation to this study.
However, some candidates did confuse the terms reliability and validity, and very few used
other studies to question the reliability of the study. A lot of candidates said it was valid as it
measured what it claimed to measure, when it did not, and this statement on its own would
not be enough to gain a mark anyway, it needed some explanation. When writing about
reliability more able candidates were able to highlight the uniqueness of the case study as a
result would be difficult to evaluate, candidates were also able to state that Brian acted as a
natural control so that the results could be compared.
In terms of validity many candidates were able to state that this case study had ecological
validity as the study took place in a natural environment and was a naturally occurring case
but failed to say what was natural about the environment so didn’t get the marks, especially
as it could be argued the interviews were not a natural occurrence. This was a case of
candidates limiting the marks they could gain by putting down generic statements without
relating it to the actual study they were evaluating.

Question 17
The most popular practical was looking at gender and the size of the cars they drove,
though there was a variety of other practicals. There were some that read as though they
were unethical, e.g. showing young children an aggressive role model and then seeing if it
had made the children more aggressive.(a) Most candidates stated their aim rather than
the hypothesis and were able to gain both marks. However some failed to gain both marks
as they said the aim was to see the effect of adverts on the size of the car driven but when
the whole question was read it was clear they had only observed who was driving the car
they did not observe people watching adverts and then see what type of car they bought or
drove. Those that choose to write a hypothesis very often failed to gain both marks as they
failed to operationalise the DV, e.g. what do they mean by a big or small car? Only a very
small proportion of candidates wrote about their practical from another approach.
(b) The vast majority of candidates were only able to gain one mark for their answers,
many candidates only reporting the results of their observation instead of mentioning the
conclusions of their observation. Where candidates did talk about their conclusion they often
only put very simple conclusions such as we concluded men drove bigger cars than women
and so did not gain full marks. The more able candidates were able to state a conclusion
and then relate it to their results, either including figures or writing about their observed
and critical values and why it was or wasn’t significant.
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(c) From the responses it seemed that candidates were able to evaluate their observation
well with many candidates scoring a minimum of two marks for this item. Many candidates
were able to evaluate their observation in light of ethical issues, reliability, validity and
generalisability, giving plenty of detail and relating the points to their actual practical rather
than give generic points. There were some good detailed answers including from candidates
who didn’t carry out a practical on cars, e.g. observing gender differences in play with
children, details such as 2 minute sampling over a two hour period were well answered. The
candidates had obviously been engaged with their observations as they gave good examples
overall of the limitations or positives of their research. Those candidates who had not
planned or carried out their own research found it hard to offer any relevant points for all of
question 17, and showed a limited understanding of what had happened and how it could be
evaluated.

Question 18
The most popular answers were ‘is autism a male brain condition' and are 'transgender
operations ethical’, though there were a range of other issues including 'are mental
disorders biological' and 'do anti depressants work'.Some candidates lost a mark because
they failed to identify a key issue, e.g. putting down autism, autism is not an issue, the
causes of autism are an issue.
This question relating to the biological approach key issue had some mixed responses
from candidates, some candidates being able to describe the key issue in detail as well as
being able to apply their knowledge of the approach to explain the issue. Whilst, less able
candidates were only able to provide a brief description of the issue and failed to provide
detailed knowledge of the approach to explain the issue.
Those candidates who chose to write about autism as the key issue wrote extremely
detailed responses. Both providing detailed descriptions of the key issue as well as being
able to explain the issue using biological terminology. Some candidates could have scored
well above seven for this question. A large number of answers were able to talk about the
brain difference between males and females and then linked it to autistic brains and gained
marks quire quickly.
Candidates who chose to write about the ethics of transgender operations wrote similar
answers many using the case study of David Reimer to suggest that they were not ethical.
Candidates also used the case of Daphne Went, but mistakenly said she had been through a
transgender operation as a child.
A very small portion of candidates misinterpreted this question and instead of writing about
the key issue of the biological approach, were writing about the key issue of the learning
approach, as a result no marks could be awarded.
Less able candidates tended to offer a lot of descriptive points about their chosen key issue
but failed to apply psychological concepts to the issue so limited the marks they could gain.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 5 marks.
1 mark was given for a correct identification in the
form of a question.
Another description mark was given for
hermaphrodites might be unethical not to do it.

Examiner Tip

If it is a 7 mark question make sure
you make 7 points to access all the
marks.

Another description mark was for if there is no medical
explanation unethical to operate.
1 application mark was given for unethical to turn
Brenda into a girl as born a boy; and another
application mark was given for saying it's unethical
not to turn her back to boy and why. This was a good
example of how a detailed first point and then an
elaborated second and alternative point about the
same study can gain two marks.
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Question 19
For this question there seemed to be some mixed responses, as some candidates responded
very well to this question scoring between three to five marks, whilst other candidates
were only able to score a maximum of two marks for their answers. Those candidates who
were able to score three marks or above were able to pick up their marks by making direct
comparisons every sentence between the two approach through the use of terms such as
‘however’, ‘on the other hand’ or ‘in contrast to’. For example ‘the biological approach tells
us gender is determined before birth through genes whereas the learning approach tells use
our gender identity is developed through environmental experiences’. They were also able to
write about other differences such as the nature nurture debate and bring in named studies
that supported each approach, with the best candidates giving the results of those studies
to show how they supported the given approach.
The less able candidates were unable to draw comparisons between the approaches and
were only able to provide separate descriptions of the biological and learning approaches
explanation to gender development. These candidates were unable to score higher than two
marks for this question.
Some candidates wrote comparison between the two approaches that were not relevant
to their explanation of gender development and so were unable to gain the mark for that
point, e.g. saying they both use animal studies but not linking it to gender development.
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Examiner Comments

This answer was given 2 marks.2 marks were given at the end of the
description of learning followed by the description of biological. This was
an example of a candidate not comparing but just giving one description
followed by another. Adding a word like 'unlike' between the two
descriptions did not turn it into a comparison.
0 marks were given for the rest of the answer as it did not add anything
already said about the learning approach.

Examiner Tip

When comparing make sure
each sentence is an explicit
comparison point, don't just
describe one explanation
followed by another
explanation.
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Examiner Comments

This was given all 5 marks.2 marks were given for biological explanation regarding genes and
learning and SLT. This was a clear comparison as indicated by the use of the word 'whereas'2
marks were given for biological explanation and hormones and SLT with example. Without the
example it would only have got 1 mark as they are repeating what already said about SLT. 1
mark was given for nature nurture. It could have got 2 here as well as there was elaboration,
they weren’t just talking about nature and nurture but it has already got full marks.
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Question 20
Axline was the most popular answer by far, followed by Cramer and then Bachrach.
Unfortunately a large minority of the candidates were unable to get above Level 2 because
they either did a good description but a limited evaluation or a limited description with a
good evaluation. To get above Level 2 both needed to be good and the evaluation needs to
be specifically linked to the actual study rather than just generic points that could apply to
any study. There was a small proportion of candidates who left this item blank, this could
have been because they had run out of time or misunderstood the question. The description
for Axline was either done very well with plenty of detail about the case history and the
case analysis or done very superficially often with the analysis being missed out. Some
candidates mixed up Dibs and Little Hans and either wrote about Little Hans or inter-related
the Hans study and the Dibs study and the Oedipus complex etc. Candidates seemed to
follow GRAVE for their evaluation but did not even seem to relate to the actual case study
other than using the name Dibs.
Cramer was on the whole answered well with good accurate detail and appropriate
evaluations. Good candidates were able to describe how Cramer put the participants into the
groups, and name the groups as well as accurately describe the TAT test and gave detailed
result, often with correct figures. They were also able to evaluate the study in terms of
generalisability, reliability and validity. Candidates were also able to draw on other areas
of the approach to provide supporting evidence for the strengths of the study they were
evaluating. This, enabled candidates to hit the Level 3 band.
Less able candidates seemed to find the Cramer study confusing and could not offer an
accurate description, e.g. talking about how the TAT tests were used to put the participants
into the four groups.
A lot of the candidates who chose Bachrach did not understand what a meta analysis was
and this limited their description to some extent as they failed to show breadth and depth,
but it was more apparent when they tried to evaluate it. Many muddled sample size and
whether it is big enough to generalise or not. Lots of generic points.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 5 marks.The description is Level 2 as there were some mistakes. All
the participants hadn't been through a crisis, foreclosed on 2nd page was wrong they
were committed but had not been through a crisis and those in the achieved didn't use
projection.
The evaluation was also Level 2, the points weren’t explained well, 91 ppts does not make
it ungeneralisable but makes it more generalisable, and some points generic and could be
true of several studies and not clearly linked to this one, such as the point about the lab
experiment having a high control of variables. To make it more specific some mention of a
variable that was controlled in this study was needed.

Examiner Tip

To get above Level 2 the description needs to be accurate
and evaluation needs to relate specifically to the study.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 9 marks total.The description is Level 4; it
had an aim, a good description of the case history and a good
case analysis with all the main points in and a conclusion.
The Evaluation was Level 3, there were some generic points
that were not related to the actual study, the points were well
explained mainly methodological points.The Level 4 description
takes it up to the top mark in Level 3.

Examiner Tip

To get into the top level both description and evaluation
have to be very good, detailed and relevant.
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Paper Summary
Based on the performance of candidates on this paper they should:
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•

operationalise the hypothesis, IV and DV

•

use specific points when evaluating a study, not generic points that can apply to several
studies

•

know the difference between Money’s study and the follow up study

•

make each sentence a comparative sentence when the question asks for compare, not
just describe one theory followed by another

•

make sure the description and evaluation parts of the essays are done in equal depth
and breadth.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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